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Vijay Deverakonda, Shalini Pandey, Rahul Ramakrishna, Sanjay Swaroop Arjun Reddy tells the story of a young high-functioning surgeon, Arjun, who is addicted to alcohol and has anger management problems. He becomes self-destructive after his girlfriend's wedding, and the way he manages to return to the original self forms the basis of the film. Best Rated Indian Films #124
| 3 wins & 8 nominations. Check out more awards » Edit More Edit Arjun Reddy, a mead with anger management issues, gets into a fight with another student and is asked to either apologize or leave college. Arjun is preparing to leave, but stays back after his freshman year, Preethi Shetty. Arjun, along with his friend Shiva, goes into the first-class room and ticks that he's in love
with Preethi, and she's exclusively for him. Preethi, though initially afraid of his nature, eventually recites his feelings and their relationship grows stronger over the next three years. Preethi's father rejects him on the basis of caste and arranges her marriage to someone else. Arjun protests outside the house and is arrested. His father ostraciald him from home for damaging the
family's reputation. With the help of a friend, Shive gets an apartment and joins as a house surgeon at the flagship hospital. Because he can't forget her, she becomes an alcoholic and a drug addict. He befriended one of the patients and leading film star Jia Sharma and... Written by Nagaraju ( Summary of plots | Add Synopsis Certificate: See all the certificates » Guide to Parents:
Viewing Content Advice » Edit the whole part from the time when Arjun loses consciousness to the point that he is involved in the legal case, right up to his confession in a special court that he was heavily drunk when he was in surgery, is completely lifted from Denzel Washington-syhthed Flight (2002). Even the dialogues between Arjun Reddy and his lawyer are eroted from
Flight. See more » Remade as Kabir Singh (2019) See more » Emitemitemo Performed by Alphons Joseph Composed by Radhan by Written Anantha Sriram Length 3:25 See more » User Reviews Edit release date: 25 August 2017 (India) See more » Also known as: Aрддун Reddi Se more » Edit Budget:INR25,000,000 (estimated) Cumulative Global Gross: $145,522 Vidi vie on
IMDbPro » Bhadrakali Pictures See more » Runtime: 182 min Vidi full technical specs » Amazon Prime Video Hotstar Results From YouTube Arjun Reddy, medico with anger management issues, He's being used to another student, and he's a stay of the way from you, he's going to get out of college. Arjun is preparing to leave, but stays back after his freshman year, Preethi
Shetty. Arjun, along with his friend Shiva, goes into the first-class room and ticks that he's in love with Preethi, and she's exclusively for him. Preethi, though initially afraid of his nature, eventually recites his feelings and their relationship grows stronger over the next three years. The father rejects him on the basis of caste and arranges her marriage with someone else. Arjun
protests outside the house and is arrested. His father ostraciald him from home for damaging the family's reputation. With the help of a friend, Shive gets an apartment and joins as a house surgeon at the flagship hospital. Because he can't forget her, she becomes an alcoholic and a drug addict. He befriended one of the patients and leading film star Jia Sharma and... Written by
Nagaraju ( Cast - Vijay Devarakonda , Shalini Pandey , Kamal Kamaraju , Kanchana , Rahul Ramakrishna , Sanjay Swaroop , Aditi Myakal , Anisha Alla , Amit Sharma Director - Sandeep Reddy Arjun Reddy's Drama, Romance, Action Movie. Directed by Sandeep Reddy Vanga, which included Vijay Devarakonda, Shalini Pandey, Kamal Kamaraju, Kanchana, Rahul Ramakrishna,
Sanjay Swaroop, Aditi Myakal, Anisha Alla and Amit Sharma. You can watch this movie online in HD with subs on Amazon Prime Video, Hotstar. Don't forget to check out even more movies like RX 100, Khaidi No. 150 and Nota on Justdial's Movies Online. Total ratings: 21486 About Movies Online How to use Arjun Reddy's FAQs movie about action and drama Telugu 2017, and
Vijay Deverakonda and Shalini Pandey played the lead role in this film. The film was released on August 25, 2017, and this super-hit Box Office 2017 is well received by both audience and critics alike. Below in this article, you can find details about Arjun Reddy Full Movie Download and where to watch Arjun Reddy Full Movie Online.If you want to watch Arjun Reddy Full movie
online, then there are only a few legal platforms to watch. In fact, you can also find other platforms, but these are illegal and illegal. That's why we're asking us not to watch Arjun Reddy Full Movie online from illegal sources. You can watch Arjun Reddy movie online at:One of the leading online movie streaming platforms, Amazon Prime Video has Arjun Reddy film online. Click on
the link to Watch Arjun Reddy Online: Amazon Prime VideoApart from Amazon Prime Videos, you can also watch Arjun Reddy movie online at YuppTV.Except for the above websites, no other legal platforms have this movie. But, it may be available anytime soon at:Zee5Google Play MoviesViuArjun Reddy Full Movie Download As under Indian copyright law, no one is allowed to
watch or download Arjun Reddy Full movie. Like Bhadrakali Pictures, the production house for Arjun Reddy has never authorized any online platform to download Arjun Reddy Full Movie. If you're downloading an Arjun Reddy movie from any website, then it's a crime. From now on, the only legal way to download Arjun Reddy Full Movie Online is using Amazon Prime Video's
Offline movie download feature. However, the limitation is that you can only watch a movie offline in the app. Arjun Reddy Full Movie Download FilmywapSome illegal website Filmywap is escaping arjun reddy movie full movie download 480P, 720P, 1080P also for mobile users. This creates a lot of problems for the film's producers and also the people associated with Arjun
Reddy.Watch Arjun Reddy Full Movie On tvBeing movie from 2017, Arjun Reddy has already been broadcast on TV channels. In fact, this film was first aired in January 2018, and then for a few months. If you want to know more about when you can watch Arjun Reddy Full Movie on TV, then follow us back or the HouseOfHorror bookmark for regular updates. Arjun Reddy Movie
Details, Cast &amp; CrewDirector: Sandeep VangaWritten by: Sandeep VangaLead Actors:Vijay Deverakonda as Arjun Reddy DeshmukhShalini Pandey as Preethi ShettySadlers:Rahul Ramakrishna as ShivaJia Sharma as Jia SharmaMasanjay Swaroop as Dhanunjay Reddy Desh MukhKamal Kamaraju as Gautham Reddy DeshmukhKanchana as Arjun's babaGopinath Bhat as
Devdas ShettyProducers: Pranay Reddy VangaMusic: RadhanBackground Music: Harshavardhan RameshwarAlso, Check:RangasthalamChitralahariWatch Movies OnlineGet The Latest Telugu MoviesArjun Reddy Box Office Collection UpdateDay 17.5 CrDay 28.5 CrDay 39.0 CrDay 42.6 CrDay 52.1 CrDay 61.8 CrDay 71.6 CrDay 81.9 CrDay 92.4 CrDay 102.0 CrTotal
Collection52.55 CrArjun Reddy Hit or FlopArjun Reddy performed decently at the box office and has managed to gross around 25 Cr in the total collection. Not only that, this movie is loved by audiences and this film applies to The Super Hit Movie.A story Arjun ReddyIntroduction for ArjunArjun Reddy Deshmukh is studying as a student last year at a college called St. Mary's
Medical College, which is in Mangalore, India. He is a brilliant student and studies as a surgeon, but despite being a good student, he has suffered from severe anger management problems that torment the dean of his faculty. His aggressive nature also earned him a good reputation in front of his students as a famous student bully. One day after a fight with an opposing football
team, Dean of the College ordered Arjun to either apologize or leave college. At first he chooses the latter, but he decides to stay after he meets a first-year-old girl named Preethi Shetty.Arjun fell in love with PreethiOne day Arjun and his friend Shiva enter Preethi's class and announce in front of the classroom that he has fallen in love with Preethi and she is exclusively for him. At
first, Preethi is afraid of Arjuno and thus begins to adapt to Arjun's impatient relationship. Eventually, over time, she began to bring feelings for Arjun and eventually develop an intimate relationship for him. Later, Arjun graduated with an MBBS degree in orthopaedic surgery. At the time, their relationship is stronger, and as Arjun and Preethi plan to meet in Preethi's place, where
Preethi's father is unknown They kiss and throw him out of anger. Her father didn't agree to their relationship when he knew everything about them, because he was very strict with the difference in caste, so her parents took certain steps, such as taking her phone to keep her away from Arjuna. When Preethi tried to meet him, her father forcibly married the guy from their caste.
When Arjun knew about her marriage, she and Shiva went to her house to protest against her forced marriage, but she was arrested for making a scene that caused damage to Arjun's father's reputation and thus his father distracted him from home. Arjun faces difficulties due to his devastating habits Already with Shiva's help, he finds a rented apartment and eventually joins a
private hospital and works as a surgeon. He started taking drugs, alcohol and also took a big one night to face emotion and heartbreak. He soon becomes a successful surgeon, but his drinking habits risk his career, which worries his friends Shivo and Kamala. One of his patients, Jia Sharmo, a leading film star, checks that he has friends with him, but this soon ends when the girl
starts falling in love with him. One day, Arjun inadvertently agrees to a life-saving operation, but collapses due to dehydration. After they examined his blood samples, they found traces of alcohol and cocaine, and that's what the hospital boss filed a suitcase against him, so his medical license was suspended and he also moved out of the apartment. The next day, Arjun knew
about his grandmother's death and rushed to his house, where he and his father would get away with it. Soon after Arjun wees, he decides to give up his bad habits. Happy Ending and MarriedNeki day during the holidays Arjun suddenly sees Preethi sitting in the park and went to talk to her, where Arjun got to know that she was unhappy with her wedding. Preethi also reveals that
she divorced her ex-husband immediately after the wedding and continued working in the clinic. She also adds that she is pregnant with Arjuna's baby in her stomach. They soon decide to reunite and get married, and Preethi's father asks Arjun for an apology for misunderstood their love for each other. Arjuna ReddyMusic ReviewMing of the film received a positive response from
industry and the public. In one article in The Times of India, they said that the poems deserve special mention. However, this tune, written by Shrestha, lacked instrumental support. Nadadhur also praised the music for adding jazzy and semi-classical beats to the soundtrack. Cinematography Reddy received positive reviews from critics. The 'Indo-Asian' news service gave the film
five stars and named it the most original and experimental work to come to TeleguBox Office In the long run, the film grossed $510 million and earned a total of $260 million and earned a total of $260 million. for a short time. Arjun Reddy became the fourth biggest teleg film of the year in India. Movies digital rights have been acquired by Amazon Prime, which is available online
within days of its release. VerdictNema has been observed to maintain a positive review in all aspects of production, cinema, music, acting and so on. The film has earned a lot of capital. Arjun Reddy was awarded A certificate by the Central Board of Flim Certification for an abundance of supplementation and innuendos. Also, Check:Sarileru Neekevvaru Ala Vaikuntapuramlo
Vaikuntapuramlo
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